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ABSTRACT

One of adit
by he he aii Newspaper
prepay
Agency, this teaching glide Offers aug st o s on using the daily
newspaper to "turn on the retest r der. Sample materials
describe how to UAW the 5
o, .bat, wkere, when, why) and a H
(how) to answer questions, r
eitho ut words, play beginner's
bridge, use comics for learning, watch television, use puzzles for
building vocabulary, pretend to be an announcer on,the air, and
pretend to be "Dear Abby." Also included are ideas for job hunting,
choosing a car, playing games with sports, astrological forecasting,
writing responses to editorials, finding out more about restaurants,
studying geography, and keeping up the the latest fashions. (SR)
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An educational project of the
Hawaii Newspaper Agency, Inc,

BEST C0/2 AWAKE
the

er?

Generally,
student who has become
insecure - and therefore sometimes hostile - about his
ability to read. Because he can't read well, he insists
that he "hates reading". He may also insist that books
are "junk" e that ne really doesn't want to-know-how to
read or-be etle-to read better.

Frequently, his attitude is defensive. He has
lost interest because of a poor teacher, t, conflict
with a teacher, poor material, or being promoted into
another class before he can read well enough to cope
with more difficult material.
If the latter happens (for instance, between the
and-seventh grades), there is often no way he can
recever. He's given more and more textbooks and the
subject matter becomes impossible because he can't read
the books. Thic happens far too often. The so- called
"social adjustment" of the student for one year (making
sure he is not in a class with students younger or less
mature) becomes more important than making sure he'll
be able to read well enough to function adequately for
the rest of his life.
As a result, we find ourselves dawn the stream
ink, to pull out drowning students, when we should be
the stream making sure they don't fall in.
Ideally,: of course, the solution is to make sure
that each student can read well in each grade (or whatever the level is called) the material needed for that
grade.
But, meanwhile, we are faced with all those
youngsters whom someone threw in
who, for some
reacon or other, have been turned off reading.

Only way we cannot turn them back on is with first
grade reading books for sixth grade students, even
though those sixth graders only read at first. grade
=level.

Claude Lineberry, who once taught resistant
readers at Waianae Intermediate and now works fot
Harless Educational Technologies, Inc., in Falls Church,
rginia, put,it this way:
"No big seventh grader who can't read
wants to be seen carrying around 'Six
Ducks on a Pond'."
Frost and Hawkes, writing in "The Disadvantaged
C.nild", quote teenagers thus:

"Don't treat us like babies. We may not
be S'12c not readers, but that doesn't
an if you give us an easy book about
ducks on a pond we'll chuckle over it
4e had that stuff in the
gleefully.
third grade."

Lineberry found a solution when he was at Waianae.
He continued about his "big, seventh graders" this way:
"They are proud to be seen reading the
newspaper."

Over and over again in Hawaii, this comes through.
ve the resistant reader material that interests him,
make him proud of it and of being able to read it,
teach him without patronizing him -- this is the
approach that works.
A boy who says he can't read may actually be able
to read the sports pages we,11 enough to keep up with
his favorite baseball player. A girl who resists a
hard-cover book on a library shelf may pour over the
horoscope every day -- and understand it.
Obviously, then (or maybe not so obviously), the
teacher will start where the student is - on the sports
pages or with the horoscope.' Obviously, also, her aim
will be to increase the scope of the youngster's
interest so that he will read -- will WANT to read -other things as well.

The newspaper not only provides the variety of
material the teacner needs but the interesting:
current, here-and-now material the student needs.
There is another important value in using the
newspaper as a reading text with resistant readers.
The' newspaper will be the one constant piece of
reading material in the lives of these students. They
will be more likely to read a newspaper than anything
else. It makes sense, then, that we should help them
understand and interpret what they are reading if only
so they will know how to place an ad for a job or how
to decide yhich movie to attend.
\

In the_proeess of learning to read from this
relevant material -- the newspaper -- the student will
also learn how to function better in his community
because he will understand that community better.
People learn when and what they want to learn.
We know with all learning that it happens faster if
the student enjoys what he does. This applies just as
much to reading as it does to riding a surfboard.
Maybe more so. The resistant reader who has been turned
off somewhere along the line will only be turned on
acain if ne sees the need to read and if he enjoys_the
process of learning.
.hate do we need to do to help him?
*

Have interesting material preferably at his
age level or above. A newspaper is ideal.
It's simply written and yet it deals with the
everyday adult world.
Have tea: iers who are not afraid to put aside
the standard reading text in favor of something
that is more difficult for them to use but
infinitely more rewarding.

Start where the student is. If he likes comies
start there. If he likes sports, start there.
If she likes cooking, start with the recipes.
If someone known to the students has died,
start with the obituaries.
Because the material

BEST COPY MAKE
in the newspaper is limitless in its variety,
them is no problem finding something that
interested in.
each child in the classroom
Lineberry describes the resistant reader is one
One or more of these qualities:
He is deficient in reading skills.

*

* -He fears failu
*

HE is hostile in class or, at the very least
a-non-parti,:ipant.

some instances, the

*

He avoids the class or,
school.

*

He is simply "putting in time".

He lists the possible causes as:
*

A "culture gap" between how the child lives
at home and how he is s_ipposed to live in
school/1 .

*

A laci of initial readiness.
Frust6tion_ lasting over a peri Id or years.

the fact that English is his secolA language.
Lineberry, having stated the description and the
passible causes, goes on to list the criteria for the
selection of reaeing material.
Tt

se are that it should:
1-'e adaptable to the individual student.

Have the proper level of Gifficulty.
1,e hi(hly interesting.

Have maturity in content and format.
ire

both inexpensive and easily obtainable.

Newspaper material meets all these criteria.

The same young educator has also developed a
diagram of newspaper content to show what he calls
high and low probability activities or, in other words,
things that appeal to kids because they an have fun
doing them.
Interestingly enough, one area he labels as a
high probability activity (or an area of great
interest to youngsters) is the obituary column. This
bears out what has been discovered in Hawaii -- that
youngsters, particularly in the upper elementary or
lower secondary grades find obituaries fascinating.

The creative teacher will lose no time in aligning
the writing of an obituary with the writing of a biography or the learning of new words and new places.
The following table of contents is taken from the
Honolulu Star-Bulletin as an illustration of the newspaper as a menu for reading. Not all things will
interest, or fail to interest, all children but there
is enough variety of coatent and format to enable the
teacher to net the criteria of individualization which
we mentioned earlier,
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A MENU FOR READING
HPA is high probability activity - or what thystudent perceives as fun.
LPA is low probability activity - or what he
less likely to want to read initially.

is

The creative teacher can easily turn the LA's
into HPA's.

Inside the
HPA

HPA

HPA

(especially

for girls)

LPA

Aloha Eden

LPA--,.....AstrologY.
H

-{1

LPA -----Busigrgiess
n
. . .--

LPA--Stock.List
Claisdied

.

C-18
B-6
B-4
A-15-16
A-14
C-6-1",
.

HPA

Crossword..
Dave Donnelly

B-6

8-6
.. A-4

Dear Abby
Editorials

8-2

Entertainment
Today

iiokua Line
Obituaries
Pulse
Sports
TV Logs

A -3

C-5
C-1-5
B-6

HPA

HPA

Following are sample materials for use in a class
with resistant leaders. They are oral samples -- to
get start/N. Once you have started, go anywhere your
imagination leads you.

HPA

HPA
HPA

(boys)-
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Answer these questions:
1.

WHO is the article about?

2.

WHAT did they do?

3.

WHERE did they do it?

4.

WHEN did it happen?

5.

WHY did it happen?

6.

HOW did it happen?-

tor th.mirrs And Ms *nab
Ann./hey
rap of
*.0 behaved WA'

Then, find and underline all new words.
Put them on cards.
Try to discover the meaning from the context.
Write the meaning on the back of tne card.
Look up the meaning in the
Choose another local news story.
the same six questions.

ionary
See if it answers

Find new words and work out their meanings.

.
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READING WITHOUT WORDS

Look at the editorial
cartoon at the top. What
has been happening in
subject
_IL-avail that is
of this drawing? What
-does the cartoon mean?
Does the cartoonist favor
what has happened or is he
against it? How do you
know? Can you think of a
cartoon to draw on the
same subject?

_

Every- day, examine the
editorial cartoon and
discuss what it is about?
Be sure to write down all
the new words you learn, along with their meanings.

Nov-look at the other cartoon. It has had the caption
What dnyou,tbink it is about. Write a few
removed.
C--Asiras under it to explain it. Dismiss with the class
why you chose these words. Can you take the same words
and draw another cartoon to illustrate thee
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COMICS ARE FOR LEARNING

c
e in -what you think they sight say, teing are
ul to keep it very short.
3.

hat do you learn abort the characters frac their
expressions?

4,

Compare this comic strip with others. Are the
characters different? Do they tell different kinds
Why?
of stories? What is yOur favoritf :Laracter

5. wry

to draw your-own (=!cimic strip using students in

class.

Read the s
them in the

frames are

rret order.

3

you a

different1).
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LET'S WATCH TELEVISION
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Show it
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5.
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PUZZLES BUILD VOCABULARY
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The crossword puzzle is excellent for building
vocabulary and for encouraging youngsters to use a
dictionary. They like this because it is a game.
Even very young children can make up their own
overpuzzles. The teacher can put the puzzle on an
head projector at first and do it as a group activity
with the whole class. Be sure that new words are
added to the class word bank and that the children
use them enough to be part of their vocabulary. A
-lass dictionary of synonyms is a good result of
doing crosthicrd puzzles.
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Pretend you are a sportsannouncer for a broadcast.
Read the article carefully, then do these things.
1.

Underline the words you don't know how to pronounce'.
Find out how to say them and then practice until you
are confident.*

2.
_

Write down the names you do
Divide them into syllables.
you pronounce them.

know how to pronounce.
Ask the teacher to help

When you are ready, read the article aloud into
tape recorder.
Listen to the playback to make sure you read it
smoothly, with good phrasing and proper pronunciation.
Have a friend write an introduction, clmmercial and closing
for your broadcast. Record them with your article, let
him introduce you, read the commercial in what seems like
a good spot, and close your broadcast. Flay it-back for
the class.
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There are three prominent
Hawaiian words in this
Kokua, Atm and
column
Manalo. What do they
mean? What other Hawaiian
words do you know?
Read the questions and
their answers one at a
time, underlining unfamiliar words. Find
out the meaning of these
words.
Follow Kokua Line for
several days, reading
the questions and trying
to decide, before you
read what the answers
will .e.
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Have your own Kokua Line
for helping students at
school. You can submit
questions you want
answered and others can
take turns being the
person who answers.
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LUCKY YOU LIVE:KUM!!
Use a map to pinpoint the places for which the
high and low temperatures are given.
Take_one place. Keep an account (maybe a graph)
from day to day of the high temperature. Compare
it with the highs for the same days in Honolulu.

2.

Choose one place on the Mainland-as your own.
Pretend you will be going there in a month. Find
out all you can about the place; keep a graph of
the temperatures; plan what you need to take.
4.

On a map of the
Hawaiian Islands,
find the places
for which the
temperatures are
given.

5.

In the Island
Weather section
at the bottom,
underline all
unfamiliar words;
find their meanings
and put them on
cards with the
meanings on the

Weather
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

WOULD YOU BE A GOOD DEAR ABBY?

By Abigail
Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Would
you like to hear a true,
modern ghost story' One

evening while sitting
alone, I heard a man's
voice distinctly. I could
find no one inside the

house or out. A while later

I heard it again. It seemed to come right out of the
air 1 checked the TV sets.

None was on I was com-

pletely bewildered and
somewhat fnghtened.

A few nights later. a

neighbor was visiting me

and we both heard this
man's voice. We searched

the house together and
discovered the voice was
coming from a transistor
radio that was turned off'

signal that he kept corning out of everything but
the fillings in my teeth. I
suppose that's next.

My ghblt interferes

with the

k-eption on my

TV. radio, stereo

everything, Some neigh-

have bees. (similarly

annoyed to sig. it, sad
send a registered ropy so
your ham. He IN Wag improperly shielded equipment, which is against the
law, asd can be remedied.
The FCC Is reluctant to

bors have told me they crack down too hard au
have ve the same trouble.
I've written to the FCC in
Washington and they have
done nothing. about it. Can
you help rite'%\

*Heading ham operators
because in times of emer-

gencies and dikasters,

thee! hams prsvide

wonderful public service
HAUNTE IN HOLLY (gratis) when all other
WOOD comosalcaiiims fail.
DEAR HAUNTED: The
nest time yes hear year
For Abby's booklet,
ghost, write dawn his tan "How to Hsvc a Lovely
letters, and send It Is a Wedding," seed $1 to Abiregistered letter of cm- gail Vas Buren. 121 Lasky

plaint to your regional Drive, Beverly Hills.
FCC
office. (Federal call. !1212.
radio operator in my
My ghost was a ham

71eighborhood, broadcas

trig with such a powerful

Building, Los Angeles.)
Ask your neighbors who

1.

Read the problems sent in and Abby's answers to each.

2.

Take each one at a time and decide if you agree or
disagree. Write out why in each case or perhaps
your teacher will discuss it irl class.

.

4,

Assign one person in the class as Abby.
Write letters to her and evaluate her advice.
Do you have a problem that the real Abby might be
able to help you solve? Write it out and ask your
teacher to submit it.

BEST COPY Nam
SHOPPING LIST

PORK LINK SAUSAGE

=In

BOLOGNA

Go through the list and
make sure you know what
each thing is.

2.

How many abbreviations
can you find? What do
they mean? Circle them
in red.

1, 89'

1"

CUT-UP FRYERS11.7:01
,

1.

99'
39'

CHICKEN THIGHS

PORK BUTTS
waN ......... 53'
HAM STEAKS FIAWI JOIN
I ft. 87'

PEAS & CARROTS =T..... *49'
CHICKEN WINGS
79'
171C1r6C61

MARGARINE rur°

39'

FROZEN SHRIMPS tr:f......
CANNED HAM

2"

OVALTUIrr"

ft

4t
3t

FLOUR ',Vs"
TUNA

saatoNer:::'
MUMMA :L.
Fm. LE111

1"

43* CNOWITION
SOUP t.".%

COIN OIL

V

Pr

SAUSAGS =71.
CATSUP .7.77.-

'IT

'SIB

CORN:..:"..

'SP

'At

4.

97

GA

SHOYU

will cost.'

'37,

UP A.;

Diamond

Take any five items you
like, make a list with
their prices and find
out how much all five

I

27'

Maw*. 661.1

VIVA.- 16011.

COTTAGE
dam,'
.6' CHEESE

for whatever you
for one meal for
people. How much
it cost.

Write down arly foreign
words in the ad. What
are they?

6.

7816

Shop
need
four
will

.

47c

Take another grocery ad
from the same day's
paper and compare the
prices of things shown
here. Decide how much
you would save at the
cheaper store.

PRODUCT SPECIAL

7'

SOLID HEAD CAIIAGE

List all the things
that cost less than

KLEE. ORANGES

.19(

50 cents; more th'..n

IND DELICIOUS APPLES

.29'

$1.00.
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO TODAY?

Pulse

Look over the Pulse
of Paradise column
and try to answer
these questions:

of
Paradise

1.

Why is the
column given
this particular
name?

2.

What do
symbols
head of
section
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Of the events
listed, which
would you most
like to attend?
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Then take the event you'd most like
to attend and mark the date on the
calendar. Make a list of all the
words you do not know and add them
to your card file. Write down one
thing you know is going to happen
but which is not included in Pulse.

ABOUT PEOPLE
Read the obituary on the right and answer
these questions:
1.

Who died?

Shirley Nasario
Mrs. Shirley Ann Nasario,

2.

What is the meaning of
the word "obituary"?

35.

the wife of Army Sgt.

William Nacario. of -2187-B
Ahe St., died June 14 in
Queen's Medical Center.
She was turn in Papaikou,

Where are Papaikou and
Punchbowl? Find on a
map of Hawaii.

4.

Where is Vietnam?
on a map of Asia.

Find

Then, do these things:

Haw au.

A Requiem Mass will be
said at 9 a.m. Friday at St.
Patrick's Church. followed
by burial at 10 a_m. in the
National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific. Punchbowl.

Friends may carom 6 to
9 p.m. Thursday and after
7:30 a.m. Friday at Borthwick Mortuary, where the
Rosary will be recited at
7:30 p m. Thursday.
She is survived by her bus-

band, who is stationed in
1.

Write dawn the full nameb
of your own brothers and
sisters.

2.

Underline all unfamiliar
words, find out their
meanings and add them to
your card file.

3.

Vietnam; one son, 1Villtarn
Jr.: six daughters. Nellie,
Rita. Bernadette, Glenda,
Lorna and Jennifer; her father, George Rodrigues: her
mother. Mrs. Mary Gonzalez; one brother. Frank Gonzalez, and two sisters. Mrs.
Elsie Cadirao and Mrs. Betty Santos.

Write down all you know about the family of your
best friend.
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JOB-HUNTING
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Make a list of all
the different kinds
of jobs_listed in
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section.
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Circle all abbreviations and find
out what they mean.
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KANEOHE
ACCOUNTS_PAYABLE
BOOKKEEPER

jump
Get the
Peemd ft PM

APPLY AT

With the help of
your teacher, write
an application for
a job for which you
think you are
qualified.

CHUNG OHO AHN
& ASSOCIATES. INC.
PHONE 331.4297

Aaw.v MwnlPs

CALL

7$ or S7I-2711

913 Helekov

4.

t
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Primedate open.ng

W.ndward V%Iliswaipan

Choose which job
you'd like to haVe,
write down your own
qualifications and
decide if you would
get the job.
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Choose any five and
state what people
applying for them
would have to be
able to do.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
Amin+, Total Balance Shown
With Approved Credit

Answer these questions:

a.m.a IS 711a7atifill
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Choose a car you
would like to buy.
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Suppose you plan to
make a payment
every month for
24 months, hoW
much will you pay
each month?-
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Make a list of all the
different kinds of cars
advertised in the Public
Notice.
Do not use
abbreviations.

Ask for Mr. Rich, 845-6661
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED

From the same ad, write
sown the most expensive
car and its price and
the least expensive and
its price. ":hat is the
difference between-the
two prices?
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4.

Choose the car you'd
like to have and "rite
down four reasons why
this is your choice.
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Look over the classified ad section of the paper to
find out the kinds of things that are advertised.
Decide on something, you'd like to sell - a bicycle
a puppy, a house.

Read the directions on the order blank carefully.
Then write an ad to .sell your article. Don't use
any more words than you have to.
4.

5.

From the price list, figure out how much your ad
costs you. Cut it down if the price is too high
Fill out the rest of the form with your name and
address. Check with your teacher to make sure you
have done it all correctly.
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Make a list of the months from the start of the
calendar year and, beside each, put its sign.
2.

Circle in red your own sign and that of someone
else in your family. Read them and decide if
they apply to each of you.
Write a forecast for your best friend,
to start it the same way as those given

4.

5.

Follow your own forecast for a week and decide
whether the information given in the paper is
factual or just fun.
Find out as much as you can .
=about the signs of the Zodiac. Crib.
of each, or draw them from memory.
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WHAT'S YOUR OPINION
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First read t
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TIME OUT TO EAT

I.

List each rest= :rant

2.

the fo
Circle
What do they mean?

,ypc of food it

words you find in these_ads.

00000000

Write-atonal-three

things you could
buy at each of the
restaurant
= r.-ar A V

4.

Take a map of the
world, pinpoint the
places where the
different foods are
served.
Decide which restaurant you'd like to
eat at. What would
you order? How much
would it cost? (To
compute the latter,
look for typical
prices in other
sections of the
paper.)
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6.

Pretend you are having
a friend visit you for
the f_rst timF. Where
would you take him for
dinner? Why did you
eoese this place?
Give three reasons.
List any descriptive
words that are new
to you. Add their
meanings.

BSI COPY AMBLE

GEOGRAPHY THE EASY WAY
Take a large map of
the world and do
these things:
1.

AROUND THE PACIFIC

U

I

AND TAHITI TOUR

Show where the
same tour goes
on the large
Trap .

1

Write down the
capitals of each
'place visited.
.

4.

5.

Which plAces are
in the northern
hemisphere, which
in the southern?
Write down the
names of countries
given in the ad
and the names of
cities.
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the places and find
out what you will
do there, what clothes you should take, what you
can buy for gifts for your family.
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6.

Make believe you are taking the whole tour. How
much money will you need? Where will you stay
longer? Why?

7.

Find out from other sections of the paper what
kind of food you will find at each place.

8.

Write down all the new words in Or ad.
they mean?

What do

BEST

GYRO

WHAT'S NEW IN FASHION?
1.

1ashion

Read the article, "Fashion
Switch".
.

Switch

Talk about boys' fashions
and how they have changed.

Underline all the words
which are unfamiliar.

-Try to decide what they
mean from the context.

Rudy Diego. one of the Philippines' premiere coutu- 5.
riers, will present his collection of women's casual and
evening wear on male models at a fashion show Sept. 5.
The ma will model Dzego'a elegant ball gowns. richly
encrusted with seed pearls, palettes. sequins and em- 6.
broidery. as well as his LW midis and tat pants mum.

lies. Also to be shown at tbriltan. event at The GI",
nightclub is Ms bas of men's wear, featuring zee-through
Muds, bell-bottom pinta and jumpsuits.
Diego last wee is Resohdu in 1119 when he came under
the auspices el the Philippile Cultural Foundation of Hawaii to present a benefit fashion show. He was aimed
"Outsteacling Couturier of 19W' in Manila when he has

7.

a Mdge,.
The Young designer says he is concentrating much of
his (Efate- a the unisex look, choosing to fashion styles
that are equally suitable for men and women. Over the

Circle all the
adjectives.

Decide how fashion
writing is different
from straight news
reporting.
Analyze the headline.
Why "switch"? The
story should provide
the clues.

years. "women's styles have become more masculine 8.
and men's styles have become more feminine, so it is
only aatural that now there be only one style, unisex-"
And, he continued. clothing such as bell.bottom pants
and the :lingy soft fabrics are equally flattering to men

Discuss - or write your own opinion of
the clothes described.

and women.

(An article such as
this is an excellent
example of reading
material of interest
to boys in the women's
It should
section.
be an excellent way,
also, to encourage
expression of
different opinions.)

Diego frequently wears one of his vwn elaborate evening gowns to attend gala occasions. balls and award
ceramies in Manila. The gowns be designs for men are

fulzumed with spaghetti straps or halter tops to midMira a man's broader shoulder.
One of the gowns Rudy will show hides most all figure
faults: it is a white silk crepe caftan emblazoned with a
giant midli-eolneed butterfly made entirely of louden.
Other gowns Include a slim chiffon sheath slit to the
thigh and adorned with hundreds of clusters of pearls,
sequins and silver bows. and an ornate wedding gown.

